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ABSTRACT  

While social media enable users to communicate with one another, they also allow 

them to influence each other.  This user control of social media has important implications in 

the facet of politics. In Indian election system social media has becoming an important 

medium in campaign. These new forms of media is assume as a central role in attracting 

voters and especially the new generation of young adults.  Social media helps political parties 

and candidates in more effectively reach large number of voters in a short amount of time. 

Unlike traditional media social media allow politician to actively engage with their potential 

voters. Social media allows political parties and candidates to share their beliefs; goals and 

accomplishments directly with voters, making them feel more directly involved with the 

campaign. Social media allows candidates to give their supporters a behind-the scenes view 

of their campaign and more easily track engagement. These new forms of media also 

facilitate the collection of news most relevant to crucial target groups. In the present research 

paper I will examine whether and how the increasing use of internet and social media (whats 

app, Facebook etc.) by young adults has an impact on their attitudes and participation patterns 

in politics With special reference to 16
th

Loksabha elections held  in 2014. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 ‘Social media’ is a term that is increasingly being used by everyone nowadays. Social media 

is a means of sharing information that depends heavily on interaction between individuals. 

The use of the Internet, and social media in particular, by citizens, political parties and 

organizations may facilitate the wide spread of political information, establish new means of 

online political participation and also modify users’ political attitudes and involvement. In 

recent years, social media have become an integral part of political communications during 

election campaigns. Since the Internet age began, communication has evolved from social 

media to chat rooms and instant messaging. Social media are the most recent and rapidly 

growing phenomenon in the context of Internet Communication. During the 2014 

parliamentary general election in India all political parties and candidates have extensively 

utilized social media in order to mobilize voters. In the social media which is multi-

dimensionally connected with abundant hyperlinks, users have become able to receive 
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process and circulate news and information in a new way. The structure of a social media is 

very much different form classical media, it allow people to communicate news and 

information in very different way. Social media tools such as Twitter, Facebook, YouTube 

and other social networks are now considered as politically transformative communication 

technologies as classical media such as newspaper, radio and television. There are prediction 

that social media will transform democracy allowing citizens and politician to communicate, 

connect and interact in ways never before. Increasingly, politician and elected officials are 

realizing the power of social media for communicating political information and interacting 

with citizens.  Social Media has rapidly grown in importance as a forum for political activism 

in its different forms. Social media platforms provide new ways to stimulate citizen 

engagement in political life, where elections and electoral campaigns have a central role. 

Personal communication via social media brings politicians and parties closer to their 

potential voters. It allows politicians to communicate faster and reach citizens in a more 

targeted manner and vice versa, without the intermediate role of mass media. Reactions, 

feedback, conversations and debates are generated online as well as support and participation 

for offline events. Messages posted to personal networks are multiplied when shared, which 

allow new audiences to be reached. 

 In India, where there is an increase in the number of social media users, the political 

engagement of young adults is an under-researched phenomenon.  The paper will focus on 

16
th

Loksabha  elections held  in 2014.  

Social Networking Sites and Political Content Sharing: The most distinctive feature of social 

networking sites is their interconnectedness with other types of social and mainstream media.  

It is easy to upload media content, post it on your Facebook profile or Group Tweet, or 

forward it to the friends.  The impressive growth of social networking sites has attracted 

much attention because the sites have made people’s personal relationships more visible 

and quantifiable than ever before.  The most important reason for their phenomenal 

growth is something called the “network effect”.  This implies that the audience of a social 

network will grow slowly at first, and then explode. Indian Scenario in Terms of Social 

Media Use for Political Purposes Compared to the western world, India appears to be lacking 

in terms of the use of social media for political purposes. The main reasons are the digital 

divide and the fact that not many Indian politicians use the medium for campaigning 

purposes. Yet some politicians in India are increasingly starting to get up to date and be part 

of the virtual world. Social media has the potential to bring about a revolution in ways of 
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thinking about politics and in the way politial parties campaign. Social media technologies 

certainly contribute to give a voice to marginalized populations. Social networking 

sitesalsoprovideanenvironmentforunengageduserstoexplorepolitical activity, which then 

translates into real-world political participation. 

 

Role of Internet and Social media in 16
th

LokSabhaElection 2014 

Social Media’s Role in 16
th

Lok-Sabha elections: As mentioned above, the emergence 

of social media, and social networking sites have  transformed the  political  landscape. No 

longer are people passive audiences for political messages; now the new media gives them 

enormous opportunity to participate more directly in the political process and potentially to 

change its course. Social media are Internet sites where people interact freely, sharing and 

discussing information about each other and their lives, using a multimedia mix of personal 

words, pictures, video and audio. At these web sites, individuals and groups create and 

exchange content and engage in person-to-person conversations. The users of social media 

will appear in many forms including blogs and micro blogs, forums and message boards, 

social networks, wikis, virtual worlds, tagging and news. In recent years, we have witness the 

exponential growth of social media around the world. Today social media is driving new 

forms of social interaction, dialogue, exchange and collaboration. It  enables users to swap 

ideas, to post updates and comments, or to participate in activities and events, while sharing 

their wider interests. Social media is now used for a host of different reasons by various user 

communities. Social media tools are increasingly blurring the boundaries between work and 

play. And the online tracking and dissemination of news and views over social media mean 

that people may now continue to live in a media world long after the end of their working 

day.   

The results of the parliamentary elections 2014 proved that   Social media outlets are 

essential to politicians and political parties, enabling them to gain support, encourage 

participation and have an open and continuous dialogue. Most importantly social media 

allows the highly motivated people to create a context more easily in which the barely 

motivated people can be effective without having to become activists themselves, creating an 

environment perfect for politicians to utilize. The emerging social media and its public and 

political influence have begun to transform the political process and campaign tactics. 

Politicians are now using social media and the Internet and in turn are permitting a new arena 

of grassroots politics. Voters no longer make decisions solely based on information available 
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through traditional media and instead seek out additional knowledge and in some cases 

additional means of activism, using their computers and mobile devices.  

Several studies have found that how Internet or social media influences people‟s political 

involvement. Many scholars and observers have illustrated political involvement of social 

media users in comparison to those of the non-users. However, the studies have reported 

somewhat mixed or inconsistent results. Many studies have found that Internet users are more 

politically interested and active than average, showed that Internet users report high levels of 

political efficacy, more politically knowledgeable and more likely to seek out information 

about politics than non-users. Other studies of the relationship between the Internet and 

political involvement reports different results, those who visit political websites tend to be 

interested in campaign news and were likely to vote for interested candidate.    

Politicians, political parties and voters alike use social media as a means for disclosure-they 

post photographs, personal information and leave public messages to their friends in a cyber 

space/ the benefit of this is that social media removes the barrier between professional and 

consumer, showing the latter how the former works and allowing the latter to actually 

contribute immediately to the work of the former. This breaking down of previously existing 

barriers enables strengthened relationships between voters and politicians who utilize social 

media in an effort to reach their voter base. However, the emergence and popularity of social 

media does not come without a price. The repercussions of the digital explosion means that 

not only are people able to make personal information available to the public, but that they 

are encouraged to without considering the lasting effects of doing so. The social media use 

later on becomes a source of political and civic education for citizens. Just like the use of 

Internet social media information services have also extensively used to disseminate the 

messages to the voters. As the social media have become a primary source of political news 

and information, the different gains model offers good offers a good opportunity to examine 

the democratic potential of the Internet that allows people to obtain a wide range of political 

information and communicate with other in more effective and efficient ways. The unique 

nature of the social media is that it integrates several different modes of traditional mass 

media use and interpersonal communication. In this regard, it is of particular importance to 

note that the social media can viewed as an effective discussion place in which ordinary 

people can access a wide range of information and communicate with other people to share 

the common topics. Several scholars have argued that cyber space can be conceptualized as a 

discursive of speaking space in which people can freely express their voices. People are using 
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social media to have political information and to talk with others as well. India‟s 2014 

parliament election is being called a social media election because it is the largest democratic 

election in the world till date and so much of it took place online. While online election 

activity saw a dramatic increase form years prior, the country saw a number of other 

important elections first: 150 million between the ages of 18-23 were newly eligible to vote, 

two out of three people in India are under the age of 35, and there was an unprecedented 

voter turnout at 66.4 percent. India‟s Internet penetration rate also grew an unprecedented 14 

percent from last year and is currently estimated to be at 243 million or roughly 19 percent of 

India‟s population. However while social media usage has increased, with the rise in Internet 

adoption rates and a lack of strong media, both politicians seeking to demonstrate a 

commitment to transparency and users who mistrust traditional news channels might instead 

choose to express themselves on social media. In the 2009 elections, there was just a single 

active politician with 6000 social media of Twitter followers. In 2014 LokSabha election 

social media become the choice for people to engage in and consume political content. The 

study found that from the day elections were announced to the day polling ended, 29 million 

people in India made 227million interactions-posts, comments, shares, and likes, regarding 

the Indian LokSabha elections on Facebook. In addition 13 million people made 75 million 

interactions regarding NarendraModi. It shows that how Facebook played a major role in 

election. Undoubtedly, this was India‟s first election with such large scale usage of 

technology, open-access Internet platforms to connect, build conversations, share, mobilize 

opinion, and citizen action.    

India has the third largest Internet user’s base across the world of more than 243 million 

Internet users with a majority comprising of youth. This includes more than 100 million 

active on various media platforms like Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. No wonder, social 

media platforms, technology firms, e-commerce portals and telecom operators are using this 

opportunity to connect with others. Political leaders, candidates, journalists, and citizens have 

been using the social media platforms extensively to discover election content, converse with 

other in real time, and express their views.  Another search engine created an Elections Hub 

for elections-related news and information created to help more than 800 million Indian 

voters stay informed and updated about the elections. It makes sure Indian voters have quick 

access to information to help them make informed decisions on Election Day.  By the time of 

sworn in as prime minister NarendraModi had more than 16 million likes on Facebook, the 

second most for any politician in the world, and he was the sixth most followed world leader 
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on Twitter. Modi’s popularity carried the BJP to victory with 282 seats out of the 543 seats in 

parliament, the biggest win by any party in India in 40 years. Through it use of social media, 

BJP was able to sway many young voters, the BJP clearly won the contest for India’s young 

voters. Getting young votes meant harnessing the power of social media. One of the most 

interesting uses of social media in election process was when the BJP crowd-sourced its 

manifesto, with hundreds of thousands of people using social media platforms.  Lastly the 

success of BJP in parliament election is extensively use of social media in its campaign.    

 

Conclusion    

With the increased growth and popular use of social media, the present paper is aimed 

to examine the political influences of social media during the 2014 Indian parliament election 

in India. For political campaigning in 16th parliament general election political parties and 

candidates have relied heavily on social media such as social media and social networks to 

engage voters, recruit campaign volunteers and raise some extent campaign funds also. The 

campaign brought the spotlight on the importance of using social media in new-age political 

campaigning by utilizing various forms of social media and new media to reach new target 

population. This social media was incredibly successful in reaching the younger population 

while helping all population to organize and promote action. Parliament general election is 

the witness of the effect of web media use and adoption and effects. 
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